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Branding. Blue and the
Home Building Industry.
Blue. The color of sky and water. Vast, immense.
An exploration on how the color blue is used in logo identities within the home building industry.

Blue never goes out of style. It calms. It plays well with other colors. It’s
gender neutral. It works in almost every culture. It can convey strength,
or be soft and kind.
Think of the companies that use blue in their logos. It’s safe. In the USA,
it’s even part of our flag color so it projects patriotism. Blue is also the
color most answered to “What is your favorite color?” (page 9 chart)
According to Entrepreneur magazine, blue is perceived as trustworthy,
dependable, fiscally responsible and secure. Strongly associated with
the sky and sea, blue is serene and universally well-liked. Blue is an
especially popular color with financial institutions, as its message of
stability inspires trust.
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Blue in Corporate America
A large percentage of the world’s most prominent brands express their logo identity in
blue. Financial institutions seem to favor blue including Amex, Visa, Chase, PayPal and
Citibank — but many non-financial brands, more on the lifestyle or consumer-directfacing brands also use blue including Facebook, Twitter, Tiffany (which has a patent on
its color), Allstate, GE, GM, Pfizer, Unilever and Walmart. Tech giants, Dell and of course
IBM, nicknamed ‘Big Blue’ express their brand identity in blue.
This is just a small fraction of brand identities we see everyday. And, you can see the
breadth of industries they cover. Note the similarity in the actual blue.

A sampling of corporate brands that use blue
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75%

of the top ten homebuilders incorporate
blue in their corporate brand identity.

The delicate brand balance of
home builders as corporations and
approachability to consumers.
These multi-billion dollar giants are mega-corporations. We pulled
the top 10 builders from the Professional Builder 2016/2017
report. The Housing Giants’ logos to the right are in order of
gross revenue, highest to lowest. (not factoring in Lennar’s recent CalAtlantic
acquisition)

We’ve established that blue plays a dominant roll in corporate
builder’s identities. Does blue trickle down into the logos for
residential communities, and
if so, is it driven by upper

To rise above the clutter, a symbol or

management or is it geo-

known to man. It unlocks associations

based, priced based or theme
based, such as elements like
sky, water, foliage or other

a logo is the fastest communication
with your brand on sight, so it’s
important to get it right the first time
around.

~ Alina Wheeler

natural elements?
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There’s a case for
everything and anything.
A decent keyword-rich Google search [color, logos,
psychology] will deliver pages of information
relevant and not so relevant, skewed by opinion
and possibly outdated. You’ll also find hundreds of
‘emotional’ color charts copied from Pinterest ad
nauseam. Implementing color based on psychology
is still an important factor in brand design, but
perhaps not as much as it once was. One might
argue that the shape and adaptiveness to social
media is equally important.
Sidebar on Shape
Brands must work in social media environments.
The aspect-ratio within current social media
environments is strict. The square currently rules.
Think Facebook, Instagram, Google, LinkedIn
and Pinterest. If it doesn’t work in a square, your
brand may suffer. At the very least, develop a
square version of your logo.
According to recent data from Pew Research: 95%
of Americans now own a cellphone of some kind.
The share of Americans that own smartphones is
now 77%, up from just 35% in Pew’s first survey
of smartphone ownership conducted in 2011. We
know that a search for a new home begins online,
before ever stepping foot in a sales center or
model — it’s safe to conclude that your site must
be mobile-friendly, including your brand identity.

On the following pages, you’ll see a variety of logos
graciously provided by the NSMC (National Sales
and Marketing Council) submitted for the category
of BEST LOGO / 2016 and 2017. We placed three
across equal in width. Which ones stand out to you?
And why?

Differentiate your brand
identity through color.
Color choice is incredibly important in identity
design. To best differentiate yourself, Alina Wheeler,
Philadelphia-based branding expert and author of
Designing Brand Identity says it’s paramount to
choose a color that your biggest competitors do not
use in their logos.
Also consider that different colors pack different
psychological punches. For example, the color
red -- appropriately used in Red Bull’s logo -- is
active, intense and even a little alarming. Yellow is
happy, energetic and fresh, perhaps a wise choice
for a company focused on health and wellness.
Meanwhile, blue -- the hue of Facebook, Allstate and
GE’s logos -- evokes confidence, calm and reliability.

Brand
Consistency:
Lennar
embraces
blue every
step of the
way, at each
touchpoint.

The multicolor approach can also differentiate,
especially in a sea of solids.
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OBSERVATION

Community Blues

On a corporate level, the home building industry is
predominantly male. Conversely, the home buying
decision-maker is female. The far-fetched question
was to answer whether there is any correlation
between the builder’s logo-brand colors and the
colors used in their logos for new communities?

Materials for this study were graciously provided by
NSMC’s The National Sales & Marketing Awards. We
connected with NSMC to sample the 2016/2017 best
logo entries for communities from coast to coast.
We included US only, for-sale projects.

The logos have been arranged from West to East
coast, highest to lowest in home price.

Southern California

$600s-$1.3 million,
Southern California
$400s, Southern California
$500s-$4.4 million,
Southern California

$400s-$500s, Southern California

$500s-$1 million,
Southern California

$705-$755, Southern California

$600s-$1.3 million,
Southern California

High $800s, Southern California
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Southern California - continued

Northern California

$2 million, Southern California

$1.5 million, Southern California
$210-$450, Northern California

Mid $2 millions,
Southern California

$400s-$900s, Northern California

$1.5 million+, Southern California

From $4 million, Southern
California

From $1.7 million,
Southern California
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$1.7-$1.93 million,
Southern California

37%
Of the logos
submitted use
blue or colors
near the blue
spectrum

$660-$1.95 million, Northern
California

$623-$868, Northern California

$690-$1.7 million,
Northern California

Northern California - continued

Arizona, Colorado and Texas

Texas - continued

$700s- high $1 millions,
Northern California
$800s, Nevada
Mid $200s, Texas
NEW HOMES
from the mid

200s

$

$800-$1.5 million,
Northern California
$200s to $1.5 million, Arizona

$200s-$900s, Texas

$800s to $5+ million, Northern
California

From $200s, Colorado
$230-$2 million, Texas

From $900s, Northern California
Low $200s, Texas

$1.5-$15 million,
Northern California

Low $200s, Texas

Low $250-$500, Texas

$250’s to +$1 million, Texas
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Texas continued

Florida and beyond

$300s, Texas
$250s-$1 million, Florida

$800-$4 million, New Jersey
$300-$600, Texas

Florida and remaining states
$1.1-$3.8 million, New York
$259, Virginia
Outlier, Hawaii
$100s-$500s, Florida

$405-$36 million, Hawaii

$400s, Virginia

$200s-$1.5 million, Florida

$840-$1 million+, Virginia

$240s-$800s, Florida
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$200s-$600s, North Carolina

SEEKING ANSWERS

More Data Required

This white paper barely scratches the surface to the
question of blue in new community logos. It raised
more questions than answers. Much more data must
be collected. The entries for the NSMC “Best Logo”
do not cover all of the states, in fact - only seven
states had entries in this category specifically.

is in line with gender preferences illustrated below.
We continued to do more research, looking at
previous studies and creating our own questionnaire
which we sent to marketing directors and designers
whose profession is directly related to the home
building industry. See next page for results.

37% of the logos submitted incorporate blue which

Favorite Colors by Gender
If you’re looking to validate selecting blue, you’re in good company. The following was taken from a study
done in 2003 by Joe Hallock, which compared color preferences among various demographics. Hallock
polled 232 people from 22 countries around the world. The chart was created by Kissmetrics.
http://www.joehallock.com/edu/COM498/associations.html

Male

Female
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Surprising lack of blue for
Pantone’s Color(s) of the Year
As a sidebar, we explored blue as a “Pantone color-of-the-year” exercise.
Surprisingly, blue is not found predictive according to Pantone. I reached
out directly to Ms. Lee Eiseman, the colorist who helps to select the new
Pantone Color of the Year. According to Ms. Eiseman, the 2018 color is
complex and contemplative, Ultra Violet suggests the mysteries of the
cosmos, the intrigue of what lies ahead, and the discoveries beyond where
we are now.

Prior Years. Little to no blue.

Blue does not play dominantly in the last several years of color predictions. Even the 2016 powder-blue is
shared with another, the two together are soft pastel palettes. 2010’s turquoise comes closest.
Purple and the home building industry:
Exploring other colors is a separate paper altogether. Purple may be an exciting, futuristic color but it’s also
one of those colors that become dated. While mystical, it can prove difficult to use in application and can
skew blue or red in the digital environment. It’s also a bit hard to use in interior design. Though playful and
juvenile, it nods to holiday color themes.

The Pantone Color of the Year has
come to mean so much more than
‘what’s trending’ in the world of
design; it’s truly a reflection of
what’s needed in our world today.
Laurie Pressman,
Vice President of the Pantone Color Institute

The Pantone Color Institute is a consulting service within Pantone that forecasts global color trends and advises companies on color
in brand identity and product development, for the application and integration of color as a strategic asset.

SURVEY RESULTS

Final Blue Notes

As a final push to get more data, we are asking
the experts. Included in this survey are Sales &
Marketing Professionals, business owners and
executive-levels who influence or decide what
colors are used in new community identities as
well as designers who work with home builders/

developers to create these logos. This survey is still
open, so if this describes you, please take this short
under-3-minute survey.

Click to Take the Survey
bit.ly/2018colorsmcsurvey

50% stated that BLUE is used more in
their logos than any other color. 72.3%
said BLUE was their personal favorite
color, followed by gray and red. The
style of home most influenced the
color decision, followed by designer’s
recommendation and the name of
the community. 42.9% said that the
buyers may not be aware they are
influenced by color.
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69%

Meet the author, Jo-Anne Redwood

Jo-Anne Redwood is a principal of
Capstone Studios Inc. founded in 1985
with offices in Southern California.
Redwood is widely considered a leader in the industry and under her
direction, Capstone has gained recognition by providing quantifiably
90%
successful integrated brand marketing solutions for clients within the
hospitality, real estate, and corporate industries.

Jo-Anne Redwood
Principal, Capstone Studios, Inc.
JAR@CapstoneStudios.com
www.CapstoneStudios.com
C

213-716-6087

W

949-888-9911, ext. 103

SD OC LA

@capstonestudios
@joanneredwood
CAPS Certified

Redwood’s strengths in developing lead generation strategies, identity
design, interactive media and websites, sales collateral, advertising, and
environmental graphics have earned the company over 150 awards and
recognition in numerous industry publications including: Belding, Key Art,
and American Corporate Identity.
Redwood is an alumna of Art Center College of Design and previously
worked with Landor Associates in San Francisco, a globally renowned
brand marketing firm, before establishing Capstone Studios.
›› Associate of the Year for Building Industry Association, SoCal
›› MVBM Sales and Marketing Council San Diego
›› Marketing Professional of the Year, BIA San Diego
›› Board Member San Diego BIA Sales and Marketing Council

We’re looking for experts like you!
Have a whitepaper you’d like to share or write for the SMC? Contact our President Lori
Asaro at smc@biasandiego.org and provide your name, contact information, and subject
matter for consideration.
•
•
•
•

Don’t worry about formatting,
we’ll do that for you.
Write about something you know.
It should be educational, but still engaging.
1,000 words is ideal for this purpose.

•
•
•
•

Provide citations if referencing other material.
Provide links.
Add pictures.
Provide a Bio and your picture.
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